Characterisation
Room temperature powder diffraction patterns were collected using a PANalytical X'Pert Pro diffractometer according to a 6 h scan regime using variable divergence slit width (fixed sample illumination of 10 cm) on a rotating sample. Infrared spectra were collected at room temperature using a Bruker Tensor27 FT-IR spectrometer fitted with a diamond attenuated total reflection (ATR) module operated with the OPUS data collection programme.
Data & Refinements Powder X-ray diffraction and infrared spectroscopy
Rietveld analysis of powder X-ray diffraction patterns was carried out with TOPAS Academic V4.1 by non-linear least squares refinement. S2 In both cases variable divergence intensity with a TCHZ peak-shape and simple axial model were used. Special positions and constraints are noted in Tables S1 and S2 as appropriate. Table S1 ). Table S3 : Crystallographic data for various topical and canonical intercalation ion-storage compounds in deintercalated and intercalated states. Cell symmetry and size normalised to cell contents where necessary (indicated by * ). In each case the intercalated ion is indicated in bold for the intercalated compound. 
